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Foreword

➋

Foreword
With the “Smart, green and integrated transport” challenge, the EU intends to boost the
competitiveness of the European transport industries and achieve a European transport

Project Structure

system that is resource efficient, climate-and-environmentally-friendly, safe and seamless

➌

for the benefit of all citizens, economy and society. One of the tools for such an ambition is
to boost innovative and cost-efficient technologies and systems for railway signalling and
automated driving while, at the same time, reaching a level of safety consistent with methods
and standards to be applicable in all railway segments. To achieve developments in railway
systems, the Shift2Rail JU annual work plan has focused on several work axes among which:

WP2 Railway Scenarios
Requirements and Test
Cases Definition

➍

u uthe development of innovative and advanced control, command and communication systems, taking advantage of new technologies and practices, including
the use of satellite positioning technologies (in link with TD2.4);

u ua contribution to the zero-on-site testing objective with the definition of a
system test architecture, as well as the specification of a standardized method

WP3 Methodology
Development of the
GNSS Characterization
in the Railway

to derive and describe test cases (in link with TD2.6).

➐

The GNSS Automated Virtualized Test Environment for Rail (GATE4RAIL) project
contributes to answer the objectives of tasks TD2.4 and TD2.6 of the Shift2Rail
Multi Annual Action Plan. Particularly, its goals can be summarized as follows:

u uachieving a realistic characterization of the environment in terms of railway
WP4 Geo-distributed
Verification
Infrastructure Set-up

and GNSS infrastructures able to evaluate the performances and properties of

➑

some fail-safe train positioning components in nominal and fault conditions

u udefining a common test process framework for zero on-site testing instead of
testing on-site saving effort and time.
Concerning the first goal, GATE4RAIL is defining and developing a geo-distributed

WP5 Methodology and
Tools Definition for
Automated Update of
Test Environment

simulation and verification infrastructure connecting remotely existing European ERTMS/
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ETCS laboratories and GNSS centers of excellence to evaluate the GNSS performances
in a complete and representative railway environment. Proper methodology and tools
are adopted to simulate GNSS behaviour in different railway scenarios in nominal or
in presence of global and local hazards. In this sense, GATE4RAIL offers the unique
advantage to stress the global system in presence of very rare fault events instead of

WP6 Concept and
Methodology Definition for
Continuous Integration,
Automated Test Repetition
and Evaluation

performing long and expensive measurement campaigns on field for detecting them
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and analysing their impact on ETCS.
Concerning the second goal, GATE4RAIL is developing the methodology and tools for
automated update of tests environment, continuous integration, automated repetition
and evaluation through Model-Based System Engineering philosophy. It will ensure the
maintainability and scalability of the simulation infrastructure reducing the needs for
re-assessments and increasing the test environment efficiency. GATE4RAIL envisages
a future approval of the proposed process by Independent Safety Assessor as one of
the exported activity of the project. In this sense, the entire process accounts for the
Notified Body requirements to facilitate it.
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Project Structure

➌

Key Performance Indicators will be created and evaluated to
verify the effectiveness of the reference architecture taking

The GATE4RAIL activities are structured in five phases: inception,

into the safety approval. The tools defined for automated test

preliminary design, detailed design and testing, final PoC (Proof

repetition, integration and evaluation will be tested and evaluated.

of Concept) evaluation and project support, as shown in Figure 1:
FINAL POC EVALUATION

Work Package structure.

In the last phase of the project, the performance of the Virtualized

INCEPTION
The GATE4RAIL project will start with the definition of the railway
and GNSS scenarios and requirements together with reference
test cases.

Simulation and Verification Infrastructure will be evaluated in a
final demo on selected railway tracks in Italy and Spain. The final
demo will follow a set of scenarios previously identified and will
connect the different GNSS modules with the railway CEDEX

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

laboratory. Nominal and fault conditions (global and local hazards)

With a clear definition of the context in terms of railway and GNSS

will be considered in the tests performed during the final demo.

scenarios, requirements and test cases, the GATE4RAIL project
will define in this phase the methodology and tools both for GNSS
characterization in railway and tests environment automated update.
In addition, the common reference architecture blocks that will
constitute the Virtualized Simulation and Verification Infrastructure
will be selected during this phase.

In this phase, all the defined tools for automated update, integration
and test repetition will be evaluated, taking into account the linking
to the safety approval.
SUPPORT
To support the main work, the two canonical activities of project
management and of dissemination will be carried on continuously

DETAILED DESIGN AND TESTING

during the duration of the project.

At this stage, the project will set up a “Proof-of-Concept”, in the
form of a virtualized demonstrator of the reference architecture
connecting GNSS and ERTMS/ETCS blocks. Starting from the

FIGURE 1
Work Package
structure

WP2 Railway Scenarios
Requirements and Test Cases
Definition

WP1 - PROJECT MANAGEMENT

INCEPTION

PRELIMINARY
DESIGN

DETAILED
DESIGN &
TESTING

FINAL PoC
EVALUATION

WP3 Methodology Development of
the GNSS Characterization in the
Railway

WP5 Concept & Methodology Definition for
Automated Update of Test Environment

WP4 Geo-distributed Simulation and
Verification Infrastructure

WP6 Concept & Methodology for Integration,
Automated Test Repetition & Evaluation

FINAL DEMO
On selected railway lines
in Italy and Spain

GATE4RAIL

WP7 - DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION AND COOPERATION WITH Shift2Rail

defined detailed requirements and interfaces between modules,

➍

GATE4RAIL

WP2 Railway Scenarios
Requirements and Test
Cases Definition

that, WP2 of GATE4RAIL project focused on the definition of
the requirements for railway regarding GNSS use, as well as on
the identification of the users and the use cases in the railway
environment, the related GNSS and ERTMS scenarios of interest
and the test cases for the performance evaluation.

Global performances of the GNSS-based system are strictly related
to railway scenarios that determines required performances and

WP2 of GATE4RAIL project has completed Task 2.1 and Task 2.2

are impacted by environmental factors (e.g., canyoning, multipath,
interferences) affecting GNSS performances. To account for

FIGURE 2
WP2 Task Description

Task 2.1 Railway Scenarios and Requirements Definition
1 1 identify user and use cases in the railway environment
1 1 select a set of scenarios in which the integration between the ERTMS
and GNSS technologies may be performed

1 1 define the main characterictics for different types of railway lines
1 1 define the main requirements and key elements to be considered in

WP2

the simulations

Task 2.2 Test Case Definition
1 1 assess and establish the GNSS criticalities and vulnerabilities under
different railway operational environments

1 1 define the test case concept for the test definition, execution, analysis,
validation and report required by the potential user’s and use cases

1 1 establish a methodology to instantiate the test cases in a specific line
implementation, characterictics and conditions

1 1 define GNSS test cases collection for the performance evaluation
1 1 define ERTMS test cases collection for the performance evaluation

RESULT, MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS & EXPORTED ISSUES FOR

In order to select a set of railway scenarios, different targets have

FUTURE SHIFT2RAIL ACTIVITIES

been considered:

To achieve WP2 goals, Task 2.1 first has identified the users

u ureducing the efforts for on-field test campaigns with the

and use cases. The potential users for the GATE4RAIL testbed

relevant costs, with a minor need to use real trains and

include the infrastructure managers, the railway undertakings, the

trackside;

manufacturers, and the Notified Bodies. Consequently, the possible
use cases (types of simulations / test campaigns) and consequently
the relevant objectives of the system have been defined as follows:

u uimplementing the zero on-site testing approach by using
real equipment installed in the labs;

u udescribing configurations that are very difficult or almost
u usupport for the new line design engineering;
u uvalidation of the line engineering;
u utests for the certification of different components;
u usupport for route compatibility tests;
u usupport to the characterisation of a railway line (from the
GNSS point of view).

impossible to reproduce on field, for example in the case
of very rare fault events.
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In addition, the criteria for the railway scenario selection have been
identified as follows:

➎

u urelevancy from a GNSS point of view (i.e. the presence of
topological elements that could interfere with the correct
GNSS signals exchange);

u uthe application in different types of railway lines; in
particular WP2 considered high speed lines, regional lines
and commuter lines;

u uimpact of GNSS-relevant phenomena (i.e., the specific
effect in a defined area, such as multipath, interferences,
signal blockage, etc.).

u udifferent locations in the context of a railway mission (for
example, a Start of Mission can happen in the station or

The figure below shows this criteria-based classification.

in the middle of a line as a consequence of a shutdown of
the on-board subsystem);

FIGURE 3
Criteria for the
railway scenario

Different
commercial
typologies
of lines
multipath
Potential source
of interference
masking

Impact of
GNSSrelevant
phenomena

Different
starting
points

Relevancy
from a GNSS
point of
view

Taking as a reference point the criteria mentioned before, the three

Finally, the requirements for the VBR have been defined in terms

categories of lines in which the integration between ERTMS and

of positioning accuracy, availability and integrity for the different

GNSS technology may be performed and as a common assumption

rail operational scenarios according to the results of previous ESA

that in all scenarios the line is equipped with VBs, a set of railway

and GSA H2020 projects. Relevant values of these parameters

scenarios has been selected:

were differentiated according to several cases (Staff Responsible,
Start of Mission, Movement Authority).

u utrain running in Full Supervision/Open Sight/Limited
Supervision mode through a low-density line with single
track, also under different local environment conditions;

u utrain running in Full Supervision mode through high density

Task 2.2 focused on defining a detailed description of the Test
Cases for analyzing the Virtual Balise concept for the test
definition, execution, analysis, validation and report required by
potential user’s and use cases. Particularly, the definition of the

commuter / high speed line with double track and

Test Cases was performed by the development of a Test Cases

directionally signalled, also under restricted environmental

collection. The single test case defines the description of the

conditions;

railway scenario from ERTMS operational point of view and the

u uStart of Mission with known / unknown / invalid position.

GNSS reception environment. For the generation of the ERTMS
Test Cases, different conditions for the Virtual Balise functionality

➏

GATE4RAIL

WP2 Railway Scenarios Requirements and Test Cases Definition

were considered while GNSS criticalities and vulnerabilities under

applicable to a Scenario depending on the functionality/conditions

different railway operational environments were identified to

of the railway line. The term “generic” means that the test case is

define the GNSS test cases that will simulate the GNSS behaviour

focused on the verification of the expected behaviour, not on the

in nominal conditions or in presence of global and local hazards.

applicability in a specific Scenario. The Test Cases Instantiation

Also, the different GNSS conditions in terms of SIS reception due

are the test cases directly applicable in the Scenario to test

to the environment (open-sky, presence of buildings, vegetation

applicable functionalities/conditions at an exact location in the

and natural obstacles along the rail line) or due to global or local

line for ERTMS and GNSS.

faults were considered.
Finally, two types of Test Cases were identified The Generic Test
Cases (GTC) and The Test Cases Instantiation (TCI). The Generic
Test Cases are a collection of generic test cases which can be

FIGURE 4
GATE4RAIL Generic Test Cases

GTCs collection

Scenarios

TCIs process

The work done in Task 2.2 has been used for the derivation of
test-cases, procedures and specifications foreseen in WP4 for
the final testing and verification of the test-bed capabilities for
characterizing the performance of a fail-safe multi-sensor train
positioning system by applying GNSS technology to the current
ERTMS/ETCS core, as linked to the activities foreseen in TD2.4 X2Rail-2, WP3 – Fail Safe Train Positioning.

Test Summary Report
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WP3 Methodology
Development of the GNSS
Characterization in the
Railway

➐

of GNSS signals have been estimated thanks to Record&Replay
tools and existing databases acquired in previous projects along
railway lines.
The tool developed allow the GNSS module of the chain to randomly
generate local errors depending on the type of environment crossed
by the train that are added to a reference track in order to simulate

The work performed in WP3 focused on the definition of the main

local errors all along the track to be used as input for the chain.

railway environments that will impact GNSS reception, thus PVT
performance. Both local and global hazards have been identified

The work performed in GATE4RAIL demonstrated the proof of

in order to be simulated that must represent the main events that

concept, and confirmed the need for further investigation to

will occur during a railway operational scenario. If global hazards are

strengthen the knowledge of railway-like local errors.

ready to be simulated in GNSS simulation tools, there is no error
models for local effects and in particular effects caused by masking
or reflecting obstacles in a railway environment.
The objective of WP3 is to provide the missing error models and
allow the GATE4RAIL chain to simulate any hazards on GNSS.
RESULT, MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS & EXPORTED ISSUES FOR
FUTURE SHIFT2RAIL ACTIVITIES
To allow the simulation chain to assess the system behaviour in
presence of any hazard on GNSS signal and in particular local ones,
GATE4RAIL partners extracted two families of models. Common
errors observed in typical environments (forest, urban area, open
sky…) have been extracted from experimental databases and
represented as Gaussian distributions; Errors generated by local
obstacles such as tunnels or bridges, causing partial or total loss
FIGURE 5
Trajectories Comparasion

FIGURE 6
Representation of Local effects

➑

GATE4RAIL

WP4 Geo-distributed
Verification Infrastructure
Set-up
The scenario where the GATE4RAIL project inserts is the

RESULT, MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS & EXPORTED ISSUES FOR
FUTURE SHIFT2RAIL ACTIVITIES
The GATE4RAIL platform is a simulation and verification platform
for the evaluation of the GNSS performances in the railway
environment.

introduction of the GNSS technology in the railway applications.
Currently, this integration goes through the adoption of the virtual

The fundamental concept behind the design of this platform is

balise concept. One of the main points in the integration process

to connect between them the GNSS centres of excellence and

is the availability of test-beds that permits to test this new concept,

the ERTMS/ETCS laboratories potentially dislocated in several

reducing at the same time the field tests. The WP4 objective is

places in the world, using the facilities available in these same

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT and TESTING a simulation and verification

laboratories as long as they are compliant with the GATE4RAIL

platform that would allow an end-user to perform the different test

specifications. In the project, the involved laboratories are

scenarios defined in WP2 through to which they could:

those of CEDEX, M3System, Université Gustave Eiffel, GUIDE,
INECO and RADIOLABS. The platform design has to consider the

u uDesign a new ERTMS line with virtual balise
u uTest a ERTMS line in which the Virtual balise are
reallocated

possibility to conduct tests in automated way. In summary, the
principal features of the platform are: GNSS + RAIL integrated
environments; Geo-distributed; Open; Automated.

u uTest the equipment
GNSS

In order to reach their own goals, the GATE4RAIL project takes
advantage from the knowledge acquired in previous projects such
as RHINOS, STARS, VITE, or ERSAT-GGC.

RAIL

Platform
FIGURE 7
GATE4RAIL platform
features

Geodistributed
Automated

OPEN

The platform design takes into account the results from the

SYSTEM requirements, the FUNCTIONAL requirements and the

WP2 expressed in terms of users and user needs described as

OPERATIONAL requirements have been defined.

use cases. Starting from these, the USER requirements, the

FIGURE 8
Requirements definition
Process
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➒

After that, the definition of the GATE4RAIL platform architecture

and ESA projects and what is already available in the different

takes into account what is already regulated in the ERTMS/

laboratories of the GATE4RAIL partners in terms of simulation

ETCS standards, what has been addressed in the previous GSA

facilities and/or tools.

GATE4RAIL
SLA
DEFINITION

Sub-Systems
Interfaces

FIGURE 9
GATE4RAIL sources and
background

Specifically, from the subsystems architecture point of view

The next step has been the identification of the interfaces

a set of constituents have been identified and selected from

between the constituents. For this exercise, several choices

the railway and GNSS environments. These constituents have

were handled and the final decision was made considering the

been organized conceptually in groups named: GNSS, TRAIN

smallest impact in the current ERTMS/ETCS specifications.

and TRACKSIDE.

The complete description is included in deliverable ‘D4.1 Geo-

At the GNSS group belong the Signal-In-Space (SIS) and the
Augmentation data.

distributed Simulation and Verification Infrastructure Modules
and Interfaces functional and Operational Requirements’.

At the TRAIN group belong the Virtual Balise Reader and the
ERTMS/ETCS OBU.
At the TRACKSIDE group belong the ERTMS/ETCS TRACKSIDE.

GATE4RAIL
SLA
DEFINITION

FIGURE 10
GATE4RAIL Architecture

Interfaces

TRAIN
GNSS

VBR

ERTMS/ETCS TRACKSIDE

ERTMS/ETCS OB

➓

GATE4RAIL

WP4 Geo-distributed Verification Infrastructure Set-up

After the consolidation of the System Level Architecture in terms

2. The Virtual Balise Reader CONSTITUENT has been

of Constituents and Interfaces, in deliverable ‘D4.2 Geo-distributed

mapped on the GATE4RAIL platform’s MODULE#4

Simulation and Verification Infrastructure Modules and Interfaces

and #5. Both modules have been implemented by

Detailed Design’, the GATE4RAIL platform architecture description

RADIOLABS’s tools and in the picture, they coincide

goes one step beyond and, considering what is already available

with the dashed green boxes;

in the several laboratories of the GATE4RAIL partners in terms of
simulation facilities/tools, it proposes a suitable implementation

3. ERTMS/ETCS OBU and ERTMS/ETCS trackside

where the mapping between the architecture constituents, the

CONSTITUTENTS have been mapped on the GATE4RAIL

modules of the specific GATE4RAL’s implementation and the tools

platform’s MODULE#1. This module has been

of the partners already available in the own laboratories has been

implemented through the CEDEX’s tool and in the

achieved:

picture, it coincides with the dashed yellow box on
right bottom side.

1. The SIS Data plus Augmentation data CONSTITUENT
has been mapped on the GATE4RAIL platform’s
MODULE#3. This Module has been implemented 		
through the tools of M3System, Université Gustave
Eiffel and GUIDE and in the picture below, it coincides
with the dashed blue box;

4. Finally, the test management plus GNSS-ERTMS
synchronization have been mapped on the GATE4RAIL
platform’s MODULE#2. This module has been
implemented by INECO and CEDEX’s tools and in the
picture, they coincide with the dashed yellow boxes in
the centre and in the left bottom side.

SLA Constituent

GATE4RAIL Modules

GATE4RAIL Partner

SIS Data + Augmentation from EGNOS/Local AiMN

Module #3

M3S+UGE+GUIDE

Virtual Balise Reader

Module #4 & Module #5

RADIOLABS

ERTMS/ETCS OBU + ERTMS/ETCS Trackiside

Module #1

CEDEX

Test Management + GNSS-ERTMS Synchronization

Module #2

CEDEX+INECO

FIGURE 11
GATE4RAIL System Level
Architecture (SLA)
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The FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOUR of the GATE4RAIL platform

At the conclusion of this work of DESIGNING, DEVELOPMENT

foresees three main phases: PREPARATION PHASE, SIMULATION

and TESTING a demonstration will be organized in order to

PHASE and the REPORTING PHASE

demonstrate

u uThe first one is defined by the tasks: DATA PREPARATION
AND COLLECTION and SCENARIO DEFINITION;

u uThe second one is defined by the tasks: GNSS & AIMN
SIMULATION, VIRTUAL BALISE SIMULATION, ERTMS
SIMULATION and ANALYSIS EVALUATION;

u uThe last one is the REPORT activity.

u uThe main functionalities of the GATE4RAIL infrastructure
the functioning of the GATE4RAIL infrastructure

u uThe capabilities in terms of automated update of test
environment and automated test repetition;
This demonstration shall be the subject of the last
WP4 deliverable ‘D4.3 Geo-distributed Simulation and
Verification Infrastructure Test Report’ to be submitted at the

All these activities are arranged in a workflow as shown in the

end of the project.

flow diagram in the picture below.

FIGURE 12
GATE4RAIL Platform Functional
Behaviour Phases

The future evolution of the GATE4RAIL platform will focus on the:

1. Definition of an service-oriented architecture;
2. On the standardization of the VBR and AIMN interfaces;

FIGURE 13
GATE4RAIL Future
Evolution

3. On the configurable GNSS and ERTMS/ETCS
Scenarios by the end-user;

4. And finally on the fully automatization of the test
execution and test results evaluation.
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GATE4RAIL

WP5 Methodology and Tools
Definition for
Automated Update of Test
Environment

Engineering. Approaches such as IBM Rational Unified Process, JPL

The main objective of WP5 is to define the methodology and tools

that the couple ARCADIA/CAPELLA (i.e., the associated tool) would

needed to allow GATE4RAIL simulation infrastructure upgrade and

be the most suitable for the specific need of the GATE4RAIL project

the functionalities extension in line with future (potentially new) type

based on the fact that they are open source, that they benefit from

of approval processes. As the whole context of GNSS introduction

an active community support and last but not least that they have

in ERTMS is subject to continuous evolution, it is crucial to develop

been adopted as standard by AFNOR in 2018.

State Analysis, Vitech STRATA or ARCADIA have been assessed. To do
so, a specific generic project has been defined and implemented using
each of the methodology short listed so that analysis and selection
can be made not only based on methodology description but also
based on experience and hands-on analysis. The review has concluded

and deliver a simulation infrastructure able to follow these changes
according to future needs and requirements. To do so, WP5 will support

Once the methodology and tool defined, one of the project use case

the definition of GATE4RAIL system as a set f functions and interfaces

have been implemented in CAPELLA as example and guideline for

among them based on MBSE approach. It will foster the replacement/

further use in the GATE4RAIL. CAPELLA support the engineering

update of each single function, as well as the addition of new function

process in 4 main phases which go from the definition of the operation

in the system, after the definition of its interfaces (with the rest of

needs down to the definition and specification of the physical

the system).

architecture and component selection (see Figure 1). Based on the
RTL objective of the project, the engineering process has been used

RESULT, MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS & EXPORTED ISSUES FOR FUTURE

for the 3 first phases. The following figures illustrate the Operational

SHIFT2RAIL ACTIVITIES

analysis, the Functional & non-functional need definition, and the
Logical Architecture definition phases of CAPELLA implementation

One of the main tasks and achievements of WP5 has been the review
of the State-of-the-art approaches in terms of Model-Based System

FIGURE 14
ARCADIA conceptual
overview

What the users of the system
need to accomplish

What the system has to
accomplish for the users

How the system will work in
order to fulfil expectations

How the system be developed
and build

of the specific use case example.
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Line Design
Department

Design Validation
Department

Design Approval
Department

Receive prelim...

Preliminary design as received

Review the Prelim...
Analyse data f...
Send design D...

Receive prelim...
Prepare prelim...
Review prelim...
Corrected preliminary design
Receive Approved desi...
Prepare Stand...
Perform Stand...

New line report

Receive validat...
Analyse Line V...
FIGURE 15
Operational scenario
definition phase illustration

Revise Line Va...
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WP6 Concept and Methodology
Definition for Continuous
Integration, Automated Test
Repetition and Evaluation
The main objective of WP6 is to define the approach to ensure a
continuous integration, automation of test repetition (including
automatic analysis of the test results).

such as Jenkins, Buddy, BuildMaster or GitLab. In a similar way of the
approach followed in WP5, a specific generic project has been defined
and implemented using each of the solutions short-listed, in order
to gain experience and hands-on based feedback. The review has
concluded that the most suitable solution for supporting GATE4RAIL
be GitLab thanks to its completeness, its support community and its
user-friendly experience. Continuous Integration (CI) is a development
practice that enables the developers to merge all their changes and
modifications in the central repository, and to run automated tests in

Use cases will be defined and described in a structured way

an almost continuous way (i.e., several times per day). These changes

through modelling formal languages (such as UML or SysML). The

and modifications are then made available and reflected on the version

test scenarios will be automatically derived from these use-cases,

used by each developer so that everyone always works on an up-to-

so allowing the tests to be defined and performed automatically.

date version. In the context of GATE4RAIl, this approach is especially

Moreover, the use-case centric approach enables to define for

well adapted as the simulation platform is composed of modules that

each use case, the expected results and hence the associated

have been defined and developed by different partners. Continuous

KPIs (as defined in WP2). Hence, tests results will be automatically

Integration ensure that the update and modifications implemented at

evaluated and benchmarked with regards to these KPIs to determine

module levels are always reflected (without integration or regression

whether test has been passed. The analysis of performed tests will

issues) at the GATE4RAIL platform level. Three levels of tests have

be carried out through the MBSE methodology. It is also important

been considered for automation within the GATE4RAIL platform: unit,

to stress that non-regression tests will be made possible thanks to

system and operational tests. The first two layers deal with the SW and

the implemented Continuous Integration (CI) methodology.

HW automation of the platform itself while the third one deals with the

Finally, Safety aspects will also be taken account to ensure the usecases, scenarios, tests and KPIs can be validated by independent
assessors.
RESULT, MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS & EXPORTED ISSUES FOR FUTURE
SHIFT2RAIL ACTIVITIES
The definition of Continuous Integration and automated testing has
started by the assessment of state-of-the-art approaches. Solutions

FIGURE 16
Continuous
Integration concept

ERTMS and GNSS tests. For each of these layers, the methodology
and tools used for the automation of the results has been defined,
that is, the KPIs (expected test results) in order to compare the actual
results with them. These KPIs are contained in a test vector, which
also contains relevant information (input parameters) to carry out
the tests constitute the corner stone for the implementation of
continuous integration in the context of GATE4RAIL.
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FIGURE 17
CI application in the context
of GATE4RAIL
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